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Posterior Ligamentous Reinforcement
of the Upper Instrumented Vertebrae þ1
Does Not Decrease Proximal Junctional
Kyphosis in Adult Spinal Deformity
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Abstract

Study Design: Retrospective cohort study.

Objectives: Violation of the posterior soft tissues is believed to contribute to the development of proximal junctional kyphosis
(PJK). Biomechanical and clinical studies suggest that augmentation of the posterior ligamentous structures (PLS) may help
prevent PJK. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of PLS augmentation on the rate of PJK at 1 year.

Methods: A retrospective single-surgeon cohort study was performed of 108 adult spinal deformity patients who underwent 5 level
fusions to the pelvis. Patients were divided into 2 groups: PLS+ patients had reconstruction of the PLS between upper instrumented
vertebrae +1 (UIV+1) and UIV�1 with a surgical nylon tape while PLS� patients did not. Demographics, surgical data, and sagittal
alignment parameters were compared between the cohorts. The primary outcome of interest was the development of PJK at final
follow-up. A subgroup propensity match and logistic regression model were utilized to control for differences in the cohorts.

Results: A total of 108 patients met final criteria, 31 patients (28.7%) were PLS+. There were no differences with regard to
preoperative or final sagittal alignment parameters, number of levels fused, rates of 3-column osteotomies, and body mass index
(P > .05), though the PLS+ cohort was older and had larger initial sagittal corrections (P < .05). The rates of PJK for PLS+ (27.3%)
and PLS� (28.6%) were similar (P¼ .827). After controlling for sagittal correction via propensity matching, PLS+ had no impact on
PJK (29% vs 38.7%, P ¼ .367). In our multivariate analysis, only increased sagittal malalignment and failure to restore sagittal
balance were retained as significant predictors of PJK.

Conclusion: Even after controlling for extent of correction and preoperative sagittal alignment, PLS reinforcement at UIV+1
using a hand-tensioned nylon tape does not reduce the incidence of PJK at 1 year.
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Introduction

Proximal junctional kyphosis (PJK) is a common occurrence

following surgery for adult spinal deformity with reported

rates from 17% to 61.7%.1,2 Although a majority of patients

with PJK are asymptomatic,3,4 PJK can have a significant

impact on clinical outcomes5,6 and can result in neurologic

injury and/or progressive sagittal plane deformities.7 PJK is

among the most common causes for revision surgery in adult

deformity.8

Despite the relatively high prevalence of PJK, there have

been relatively few preventative strategies described in the
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literature. There is growing consensus that more judicious, age-

appropriate sagittal plane deformity correction might help

reduce the incidence of PJK.9 Other strategies to reduce PJK

include cement augmentation at or above the upper instrumen-

ted vertebrae (UIV) and a “soft landing” at the top of the con-

struct.10-17

None of these approaches, however, address the posterior

ligamentous structures (PLS) at the UIV. The role of the PLS

in the stability of the proximal motion segments has been

well established in several biomechanical models.18,19 Dam-

age to the PLS during posterior spinal dissection results in

significant increases in the proximal junctional angle and

proximal flexion forces.18,19 It follows, therefore, that repair

and/or reinforcement of the PLS might represent an addi-

tional surgical strategy to help reduce the risk of PJK. A

recent finite element analysis found that polyester tether rein-

forcement of the posterior elements was able to successfully

reduce adjacent segment stress at levels above the upper

instrumented vertebrae (UIV).20 Other authors have described

a semitendinosus graft to augment the posterior spinous liga-

ment at the UIV.21

In our practice, we utilize a surgical nylon tape (SNT) to

reinforce the PLS at the UIV in select cases. This SNT is a

fiber mesh tape that has a long history of use in general

surgery22 and also as a novel technique in wrist ligament

reconstruction.23-25 SNT has high mechanical stability and

provokes minimal inflammatory reaction22; it allows for tis-

sue ingrowth through the polyester mesh, making it particu-

larly well suited to reconstructing the posterior soft tissues

following surgery.26

We describe here the results of a single-surgeon study examin-

ing the impact of PLS reinforcement with SNT. We hypothesized

that PLS augmentation at the UIV would reduce the incidence of

PJK and prevent vertebral subluxation above the UIV.

Methods

Following approval by the institutional review board at our

institution, we conducted a retrospective review of a single-

surgeon series of procedures performed between 2014 and

2017. All adult spinal deformity patients who underwent

greater than 5-level fusions to the pelvis with a minimum

follow-up of 1 year were included (primary or revision cases).

Patients with congenital scoliosis or neuromuscular disorders

were excluded. Patients were divided into two groups: PLSþ,

patients in whom the posterior soft tissues were augmented

with an SNT or PLS�, patients in whom no augmentation was

performed.

Surgical Technique

All patients underwent a standard posterior approach to the

spine. Patients were positioned prone on a Jackson table with

the patients’ head suspended in Gardner-Wells traction in all

cases. In both groups, an extensive posterior release was per-

formed to gain exposure although care was taken to preserve as

much of the PLS as possible, particularly from the UIV-2 and

proximally. All patients had pedicle screws constructs includ-

ing screws placed bilaterally at the UIV. Following correction

of deformity and prior to closure, patients in the PLSþ group

had 5-mm Mersilene Tape (Ethicon US, LLC) on a curved

needle passed through the spinous process of the vertebra 1

level above the UIV (UIVþ1) and secured below the pedicle

screws at the UIV in a loop fashion. A drill was used to create a

small hole in the spinous process if the needle could not be

easily passed through the bone. The tape was then tensioned

manually using a slip knot. The process was then repeated,

placing the tape through the spinous process of the UIV and

securing the tape below the pedicle screws at the UIV�1

(Figure 1). Crosslinks or cement augmentation at the UIV was

not utilized. All patients were placed on a standard physical

therapy regimen post-operatively which included postural

training as well as encouraging the use of a walker for 6 weeks

with an upright posture.

Radiographic Evaluation

All patients had anteroposterior (AP) and lateral standing

radiographs performed prior to surgery, at 6 weeks and at final

follow-up (minimum of 1 year postoperatively). The following

sagittal radiographic variables were evaluated in the standard

manner: sacral slope (SS), pelvic tilt (PT), pelvic incidence

(PI), lumbar lordosis (LL), PI-LL mismatch, T10-T12 angle,

T4-T12 kyphosis (TK), C2-C7 lordosis (CL), C7 sagittal ver-

tical axis (C7 SVA), and the T1 pelvic angle (T1PA). Given

that not all patients had standing radiographs before discharge,

the 6-week postoperative changes in these variables were cal-

culated as a measure of intraoperative correction. The proximal

junctional angle (PJA) was defined as the sagittal Cobb angle

between the UIV and UIVþ2.23 PJK was defined as PJA �10�

and increase in PJA �10� from the preoperative PJA at most

recent follow-up (1 or 2 years).

Clinical and Surgical Factors

In addition to the radiographic data detailed above, relevant

clinical and surgical variables were also gathered. These

Figure 1. Clinical image depicting surgical nylon tape augmentation
of the posterior soft tissues.
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included: age, body mass index (BMI; kg/m2), gender, American

Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) class, operating time (skin

incision to closure), estimated blood loss (EBL), upper instru-

mented level (UIV), lower instrumented level (LIV), presence of

an interbody fusion (IBF), osteotomies and osteotomy type

(Smith-Peterson [SPO] or 3-column osteotomies [3CO]).

Statistical Analysis

Continuous variables were examined for normality using Sha-

piro-Wilk’s test. Differences between continuous variables

were compared using an independent Student’s t test or Wil-

coxon rank sum as appropriate. Categorical variables were

compared using the chi-square or Fisher’s exact test as appro-

priate. To control for baseline differences in the cohorts, two

methods were employed. First, a backward, conditional multi-

variate regression model was constructed to determine if PLS

reinforcement would be retained as a predictor of PJK. The

initial model included the following variables: use of PLS, age,

BMI, preoperative sagittal alignment parameters (SS, PT, PI,

PI-LL, LL, T10-12 angle, TK, CL, C7 SVA, T1PA), UIV

above T9, EBL (mL), presence of SPO, presence and location

of 3CO, presence of IBF, and 6-week change in sagittal align-

ment parameters ((SS, PT, PI, PI-LL, LL, T10-12 angle, TK,

CL, C7 SVA, T1PA). Hosmer-Lemeshow test and C-statistic

were used to evaluate the goodness-of-fit and discrimination of

the model. Second, a subgroup analysis was performed, where

the PLSþ cohort was propensity-score matched to a PLS�
cohort based on the 6-week sagittal correction parameters, and

PJK rates were compared. A P value of .05 was used to deter-

mine the type I error. All statistics were performed using IBM

SPSS Version 22.0 (Armonk, NY).

Results

A total of 126 patients meeting the inclusion criteria above

were identified. Eighteen patients were excluded due to neuro-

muscular disorders or congenital scoliosis leaving 108 patients

available for final analysis. Of these patients, 31 (28.7%) were

PLSþ and the remainder were PLS�. Average follow-up was

17.6 + 6.0 months. Follow-ups were nearly identical between

the 2 cohorts (PLSþ 17.4 + 6.0 vs PLS� 17.6 + 6.1 months,

P ¼ .882). BMI, gender, and ASA class were similar between

the 2 groups, though the PLSþ cohort was older (64.1 + 10.4

vs 51.3 + 21.4 years, P ¼ .002) (Table 1). With regard to

surgical factors, fusion levels, operating room time, EBL, and

presence and location of 3CO were similar (P < .05) (Table 1).

Of note, more patients in the PLS� cohort underwent 3CO and

while more SPOs were performed in the PLSþ cohort, suggest-

ing that correction was obtained through slightly different

methods in each group. Bone mineral density data for the left

femoral neck was the most common measurement available on

DEXA (dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry) scans, available in

14 PLSþ patients (45%) and 29 PLS� patients (38%). Average

T-score was �1.72 + 0.89 PLSþ versus �1.30 + 1.07 PLS�,

P ¼ .211.

There were no significant differences between the PLSþ and

PLS� groups with regard to preoperative sagittal alignment

(Table 2). At final follow-up, radiographic parameters were also

comparable (Table 2). However, the PLSþ group underwent

larger intraoperative corrections as measured by both the change

in sagittal parameters baseline measurements to 6-week follow-

up (Table 3). The average change in C7 SVA was�69.5 + 63.7

mm in the PLSþ cohort compared with�28.1+ 72.3 mm in the

controls. Lumbar lordosis was also increased by a larger degree

(24.3� + 14.9� vs 10.1� + 17.5�, P < .001).

The overall rate of PJK at final follow up was 28.7%. There

was no difference in the rate of PJK between the PLS� (n¼ 22,

28.6%) and PLSþ (n ¼ 9, 27.3%) groups at final follow-up.

The 6-week rate of PJK was 5 (56%) PLSþ patients versus 16

(73%) PLS� patients (P ¼ .353), while the 6-month rate

of PJK was 7 (78%) PLSþ versus 17 (77%) PLS� patients

(P ¼ .976). Four revisions were performed for PJK during the

follow-up period (1 at 6 weeks, 1 at 1 year, and 2 at 2 years), all

in PLS� patients. In our multivariate analysis, only preopera-

tive sagittal alignment parameters and degree of correction was

associated with development of PJK (Table 4). Larger correc-

tions of T1PA were found to have the largest effect on PJK

(odds ratio [OR] 1.32, 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.07-1.64,

P¼ .01), while decreasing the PI-LL mismatch was found to be

most protective (OR 0.81, 95% CI 0.70-0.94, P ¼ .005). PLS

augmentation was not associated with PJK (OR 0.36, 95% CI

0.16-1.94, P ¼ .561). The model had an appropriate goodness

Table 1. Demographics and Surgical Characteristics.

PLSþ (31) PLS� (77)

Mean/n SD/% Mean/n SD/% P

Age, y 64.1 10.4 51.3 21.4 .002
BMI, kg/m2 24.9 5.2 27 6.9 .143
Gender .836

Male 7 23% 16 21%
Female 24 77% 61 79%

ASA .224
1 0 0% 9 12%
2 17 55% 36 47%
3 7 23% 18 23%
4 0 0% 1 1%

No. of levels fused 10.7 3.8 9.7 3.8 .331
Fusion above T9 14 45% 40 52% .444
Average UIV T8 3.6 T8 4.2 .892
OR time, min 318.2 63.6 313.8 103.8 .842
EBL, mL 1650 846 1848 1535 .503
SPO 24 77% 33 43% .001
No. of SPOs 2.6 2 1.4 2 .001
3COa 3 10% 18 23% .120
Thoracic 0 0% 6 8%
Lumbar 3 10% 12 16%
IBF 18 58% 13 17% .041

Abbreviations: PLS, posterior ligamentous structures; BMI, body mass index;
ASA, American Society of Anesthesiologists; UIV, upper instrumented verteb-
rae; OR, operating room; EBL, estimated blood loss; SPO, Smith-Peterson
osteotomy; 3CO, 3-column osteotomy; IBF, interbody fusion.
a One patient in the PLS� cohort had two 3CO.
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of fit (Hosmer-Lemeshow 0.136), decent discrimination

(C-statistic 0.768), but could only account for 27% in the varia-

bility of PJK (R2 ¼ 0.268).

Given the importance of correction to PJK risk, a propensity

score match was performed to match the PLSþ cohort to a

PLS� cohort who underwent the same degree of sagittal cor-

rection (Table 4). In this propensity-matched cohort, PJK rates

were 29% PLSþ versus 38.7% PLS�, P ¼ .367. Age was also

noted to be similar between these cohorts, average age 64.1 +
10.4 years PLSþ vs 57.6 + 15.3 years PLS�, P ¼ .081.

Two subgroup analyses were performed to elucidate the

differential effect of PLS based on UIV and degree of correc-

tion. In the 54 patients with UIV of T9 or below (17 [31.5%]

PLSþ), PJK rates were slightly higher in the PLS� cohort

though this was not significant (29.4% PLSþ vs 37.8% PLS�,

P ¼ .547). In the 54 patients with a UIV above T9 (14 [25.9%]

PLSþ), PJK rates were 28.6% PLSþ versus 25.0% PLS�,

P ¼ .793.

Table 2. Preoperative and Final Postoperative Radiographic Parameters.

Preoperative Final Postoperative

PLSþ (31) PLS� (77) PLSþ (31) PLS� (77)

Mean SD Mean SD P Mean SD Mean SD P

Sacral slope 27.2 12.0 31.8 14.8 .134 29.2 10.2 32.6 12.7 .380
Pelvic tilt 23.5 9.1 21.4 13.1 .404 18.4 8.6 16.5 11.6 .583
Pelvic incidence (PI) 50.8 12.1 53.2 14.4 .420 47.7 12.6 49.1 14.2 .753
PI-LL 18.8 17.8 13.5 21.5 .228 �2.1 14.0 �1.3 15.7 .870
Lumbar lordosis (LL) 32.0 19.1 39.7 23.6 .111 49.9 17.7 50.4 17.8 .917
T10-L2 �18.4 15.1 �10.9 19.7 .059 �10.3 8.3 �6.6 15.2 .398
Thoracic kyphosis �29.7 15.3 �34.2 18.5 .241 �39.9 12.2 �40.1 16.2 .981
Cervical lordosis 7.8 19.7 10.5 16.6 .491 10.4 19.5 10.1 16.4 .944
C7 SVA 72.5 80.1 58.9 77.7 .420 2.6 36.7 9.8 42.7 .584
T1PA 22.8 11.2 20.4 15.3 .430 12.7 10.0 11.9 11.9 .841
PJA �1.9 8.2 �2.8 12.9 .718 �11.4 10.3 �10.9 14.3 .850
PJK — — — — — 9.0 27.3% 22.0 28.6% .827

Abbreviations: PLS, posterior ligamentous structures; SVA, sagittal vertical axis; T1PA, T1 pelvic angle; PJA, proximal junctional angle; PJK, proximal junctional
kyphosis.

Table 3. Changes in Radiographic Parameters Between Preoperative and 6-Week Follow-up.

PLSþ (31) PLS� (77) PLS� Matched (31)a

Mean SD Mean SD P Mean SD P

Sacral slope 10.4 9.3 3.0 9.0 .000 9.2 9.5 .485
Pelvic tilt �10.8 9.2 �3.5 8.9 .000 �9.5 10.1 .285
Pelvic incidence (PI) �0.5 1.6 �0.4 2.7 .614 �0.3 2.0 .121
PI-LL �24.7 15.0 �10.5 17.5 .000 �20.9 17.7 .556
Lumbar lordosis (LL) 24.3 14.9 10.1 17.5 .000 20.6 16.6 .707
T10-L2 13.1 17.4 3.6 14.7 .003 6.8 16.8 .274
Thoracic kyphosis �10.3 13.2 �3.9 15.7 .023 �10.8 15.4 .974
Cervical lordosis �4.5 9.3 0.4 15.3 .087 �1.9 15.2 .308
C7 SVA �69.5 63.7 �28.1 72.3 .002 �50.4 73.4 .840
T1PA �14.5 9.3 �5.6 11.4 .000 �11.9 11.9 .427

Abbreviations: PLS, posterior ligamentous structures; SVA, sagittal vertical axis; T1PA, T1 pelvic angle.

Table 4. Multivariate Analysis of Factors Associated With PJK.

95% Confidence
Interval

Odds Ratio Lower Higher P

PLSa 0.36 0.16 1.94 .561
Preoperative PI-LL 0.87 0.79 0.97 .008
Preoperative cervical lordosis 0.96 0.93 1.00 .028
Preoperative T1PA 1.19 1.04 1.36 .013
UIV above T9 0.34 0.10 1.16 .085
BMI 1.09 0.99 1.20 .081
Change in PI-LL 0.81 0.70 0.94 .005
Change in T10-L2 1.04 1.00 1.09 .063
Change in thoracic kyphosis 1.06 1.00 1.13 .048
Change in T1PA 1.32 1.07 1.64 .010

Abbreviations: PLS, posterior ligamentous structures; PI, pelvic incidence;
LL, lumbar lordosis; T1PA, T1 pelvic angle; UIV, upper instrumented vertebrae;
BMI, body mass index.
aExcluded from final regression model.
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Discussion

We report an overall rate of PJK of 28.7%, with no difference

in the rate of PJK between the PLS� (n ¼ 22, 28.6%) and

PLSþ (n ¼ 9, 27.3%) groups at final follow-up of at least

1 year. Even after accounting for potential confounders such

as preoperative sagittal alignment, osteotomies, and degree of

correction, PJK was still not associated with PLS. Our findings

support that reinforcement of the PLS alone using the described

technique may not reduce the incidence of PJK (Figure 2).

Potential methods of failure include pullout through the spi-

nous processes or under-tensioning of the SNT, or anterior

column compression fracture. Given that PJK occurred at sim-

ilar postoperative intervals in both cohorts (approximately 80%
within 6 months), it is likely that failure of this particular con-

struct occurs in the first few months postoperatively. While all

revisions for PJK were performed in the PLS� cohort, the

overall rate was very small and cannot be used to make

conclusions.

Evidence in the literature examining techniques to prevent

PJK is sparse but actively growing.11,17,21,27-29 Many investi-

gators have examined the relationship between construct stiff-

ness and PJK. Biomechanical studies have identified implants

that reduce the stiffness of the proximal construct14 in hopes

that one may reduce PJK in a clinical setting. Titanium rods,

which are less stiff than cobalt chrome rods, have been asso-

ciated with a lower incidence of PJK in retrospective studies

(though also associated with a higher risk of rod breakage).30,31

Two groups of investigators have attempted to decrease the

stiffness of the proximal construct and create a “soft landing”

at the UIV. Hasanzadeh et al17 showed no instances of PJK in

20 patients treated with a hook at the UIV compared with a

29.6% (8/27 patients) rate of PJK in patients who were treated

with a pedicle screw at the UIV (P¼ .01). Yanik et al27 studied

the impact of leaving 2 screw threads out of the posterior cortex

when placing pedicle screws at the UIV. In their cohort of

Scheuermann’s kyphosis patients, they were able to show a

Figure 2. 67F presenting with several years of worsening back pain and deformity, refractory to conservative treatments. Preoperative bone
density scans revealed osteoporosis; the patient underwent treatment with teriparatide in the months preceeding surgery. Preoperative standing
radiographs (A, B), with baseline sagittal radiographic parameters included a sacral slope of 12�, pelvic tilt of 36�, pelvic incidence 47�, lumbar
lordosis 16�, thoracolumbar junction (T10-L2) with 58� of kyphosis, and a C7 sagittal vertical axis (SVA) of 91 mm. The patient was instrumented
from T3-pelvis, with Schwab grade 2 osteotomies from L1 to L4 and a transforaminal interbody fusion at L5/S1. The PLS was augmented at the top
of the construct using the technique previously described. An increase in the proximal junctional angle from 2� of lordosis to 16� of kyphosis was
first noted at the 6-week postoperative visit, which remained stable and asymptomatic through her 2-year postoperative radiographs (C, D).
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reduced rate of PJK compared with a control group (0/31 cases

vs 5/29, P ¼ .02).27

Given that vertebral fractures represent a common etiology

for PJK and proximal junctional failure, investigators have also

studied the impact of prophylactic 1- and 2-level vertebroplasty

above long fusions. Results reported include both biomechani-

cal29 and clinical data.11,13 Ghobrial et al10 compared 47 con-

trols to 38 patients who underwent cement augmentation at the

UIV and UIVþ1 at the time of adult spinal deformity correc-

tion, finding a 36.2% rate of PJF in controls compared to 23.7%
in the cemented group. None of the cemented patients received

revision surgery, while 12.6% of the control group underwent

proximal extension of the fusion. More recent, longer-term

data, however, suggests that while cement augmentation might

reduce the risk of junctional failure in the early postoperative

period, it does not reduce the incidence of PJK at 5 years.10 It

should also be noted that vertebral augmentation is not without

risk; the cost of augmentation as well as load transfer to adja-

cent vertebrae are factors that must be considered.32

Another surgical tactic to prevent PJK might be more judi-

cious correction.9 Recent literature has shown that an increase

in sagittal balance correction and an increase in lumbar lordosis

correlate with the development of PJK.4,5,33,34 These theories

are consistent with our data, as the only factors that were

retained as potential predictors of PJK were preoperative sagit-

tal alignment parameters and markers of overall sagittal cor-

rection (eg, change in PI-LL, change in T1PA).

Violation of the posterior soft tissues has always been

viewed as a potential source of PJK due to biomechanical

studies18,35 and intuition. Finite element analysis suggests that

polyester tethers may improve the biomechanics thought to

contribute to PJK.20 Zagahoul et al36 used SNT at the proximal

junctional level in 18 patients, finding a 0% incidence of PJK at

an average of 11.9 months of follow-up. Of note, this series

included a wide variety of procedures, including isolated lum-

bar fusions, notably different from the population in this study.

On the other hand, Buell et al37 performed a case-control study

of adult spinal deformity patients with radiographic PJK at 1

year after posterior instrumented fusion to the lower thoracic

spine (T9-T11). The authors compared the radiographic and

surgical characteristics of 49 patients with PJK to 71 patients

without, reporting a higher rate of posterior polyethylene

tethers in the non PJK cohort (70% vs 47%, P ¼ .010). PLS

reinforcement was also found to be protective against PJK in

their multivariate model (OR 0.063 95% CI 0.016-0.247). The

contrasting findings are likely due to the difference between

our patient samples and difference in surgical technique. While

their sample was limited to T9 as the UIV, our average UIV

was T8 and half of our sample had a UIV above T9. Many of

our patients had coronal and sagittal plane deformity extending

into the upper thoracic spine. The effect of tethers may be

lessened when the UIV is at the mid-to-upper thoracic spine.

Furthermore, Buell et al38 attached the tether to a crosslink at

the UIV for some of their patients, which was associated with

an even lower rate of PJK in a pilot study by the same authors.

Thus, the efficacy of the surgical technique, with regard to level

placement, use of crosslinks, and method of tensioning, will

require continued investigation.

On the other hand, the literature on this topic is relatively

scarce, and more studies will be needed to truly elucidate

whether tethers have a meaningful effect on PJK rates. It is

certainly possible that PLS augmentation does not fully restore

the stiffness of the spine biomechanical segment to match the

native PLS. Finally, while PLS reinforcement provides a static

restraint at the UIV, it is possible that the violation of the

posterior musculature (and dynamic stabilization) plays an

equally important role in the etiology of PJK. Last, given that

there were larger corrections obtained in the PLSþ cohort, it

could be theorized that the PLS augmentation actually lowered

the potential for PJK, bringing the rate to the level of the PLS�
cohort. This theory was supported by our matched subgroup

analysis, in which the PLSþ cohort that underwent similar

corrections as a matched PLS� cohort trended toward a lower

rate of PJK (29% PLSþ vs 38.7% PLS�, P ¼ .367). Of note,

definitive conclusions should not be made given the low power

of this subgroup analysis.

The major limitation of this study is selection bias on the

part of the surgeon, as PLS augmentation was utilized in

patients who had a larger overall correction of sagittal para-

meters. While a matched subgroup analysis and multivariate

regression model was utilized to control for these differences in

the patient cohorts, such analyses are imperfect at approximat-

ing a randomized trial. A randomized trial of a single-surgeon

cohort would be ideal to evaluate the impact of PLS on rates of

PJK, as the surgical technique would be preserved among

cases. Unfortunately, given the selectivity with which this sur-

gical intervention is utilized, it would be difficult to enroll the

required number of patients to detect these differences in a

single-surgeon cohort, and a multisurgeon study would be sub-

ject to significant differences in surgical technique. A second

limitation was the inability to capture bone mineral density data

for all patients in the study. While those with bone mineral

density data showed similar average T-scores, the PLSþ
patients were older on average and more likely to be osteoporo-

tic, which may have affected the risk of PJK and biased results

toward the null given the use of PLS in this higher-risk popu-

lation. A third limitation is related to the surgical technique

itself, as the patients presented in this study represent the senior

surgeon’s first use of PLS augmentation. Furthermore, biome-

chanical analyses have shown that augmentation to the level of

the UIVþ2 is superior at distributing forces through the upper

levels of the construct and that crosslinks may enhance the

efficacy of the tether at preventing PJK.20,38 The surgical tech-

nique utilized in this study was limited to PLS augmentation of

the UIVþ1 and crosslinks were not used. A fourth limitation

was that our single-surgeon series was underpowered to allow

significance in our subgroup analyses. However, we believe

that the advantages conferred by having consistent surgical

technique among cases forms a unique contribution to the body

of literature on PLS augmentation and PJK. Finally, a limita-

tion inherent to the technique of PLS augmentation is the

degree of force applied to the SNT prior to “locking” it into
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the top of the construct. While our technique relied on the

surgeon’s judgement to determine exactly how much tension

to provide through the SNT, the physiologic forces experienced

by the PLS may be higher or lower than this threshold. Further

biomechanical and in vivo studies may allow surgeons to more

effectively apply this technique.

Despite these limitations, we believe the current study is an

important contribution to the literature. There are several meth-

ods by which the PLS may be reconstructed, and we show our

results with an easily reproducible technique. This series once

again highlights the multifactorial nature of PJK and raises

further questions on how we may prevent this undesirable com-

plication. Future research on the prevention of PJK must keep

this fact in mind; it is unlikely that a single surgical modifica-

tion will solve the problem of PJK. Optimal posterior ligamen-

tous augmentation strategies should be pursued and refined.
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